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Abstract . Coaepxamie . Streszczenie

New concepts such as ps^do-utilijty functions, countable- 
unions-^f-bLocks etc. allow for unification and generaliza
tion of known results in the area of constrained games 
which are also known as abstract economies.
The concept of an indefinite game is new; it 
occurs specially suitable for studying the equilibria. The 
results of general character are accompanied here by a 
direct application of the. results obtained for the cons
trained game6.
The constrained games are known to serve as a tool for 
proving the existence of equilibria in economic models; 
the same occurs true for the indefinite games which spe
cially :it to tne case of many agents. Two exaaples she* 
how to reduce an economic model, atomless or infinite 
atomic, zo an indefinite game.

OrpamraeHHHe h HeonpeztejieHHHe arpu h hx npmioieHHfl

HoBiie noHHTHH KaK iyHKUHfl nceB50-nojie3HCCTM, cqeTHaH-cyMsia- 

—OjIOKQB H ip y r a e  n03BajIHDT yHHt^HQUpOBdTB H O<5O0BU!TI> H3BeCTKU 
pe3yjI5T8TH B OOJiaCTH OrpaHHieHHUX n rp  (OHH TOX6 KSBeCTHW 
Kan "aCcTpaKTHne 3kohomhk" ) .
noHHTHe HeonpeieiieHHoR a r p u  so B o e ; oho 0Ka3KBaeTCH o c o -  
'5©rho nojiesH uu npa KCCJieiOBaHHH paBHOBecwH. Kpoue oCuax 
pe3y^iT aT 0B  3 ^ e c i  Toxe npeicT asneH H  npajtoxeniiH  p esy jiiT a tO B  
nojijraeHHMx p a s ta ie  ujih crpaHzqeHHhix n r p .
KaK H 3 3 e C T H 0 ,  O rp aH H ieH H H e  H r p u  HB;!H!0TCfl CpejCTBOM B T 0K 3- 

3aTejii>CTHe cyaecTB03aHHfl pa3H03ecnn 3 3K0HCsmecKHX yoze- 
. i f lx ;  ? t o  t o w  BepHO 3 c j i y w a e  Heonpe3e:*SHHHx n r p *  KOTcpae
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ocofieHHO npHrosBue b  OJiy^ae «ofleaeB c iiHonniH yqaoTHHicaiiH.
B pafioTe npescTaBJienu SBa npauepa, kek npHBecTH aKOHOwmec- 
kjd nosem, o KOHTHHyyuou m m  o ^ e T a u u  q i i c a o n  ysacTHHKOB , 

k HeonpeaejieHHOft nrpe.

Gry z ograniczeniami 1 gry nieokreślone oraz ich zastosowania
#■

Nowe pojęcia, takie Jak fugkcĵ a P£*“do-)J*Xi*£zności, prze
licz al na - suma - bloków i inne, pozwalają na ujednolicenie i 
uogólnieni? znanych wyników w zakresie gier z ograniczeniami, 
które są również znane Jako "abstrakcyjne gospodarki".
Pojęcie gry nieoteeślonej Jest nowe;jest ono szcze
gólnie użyteczne przy badaniu równowag. Oprócz wyników natu
ry ogólnej podano tu również odpowiedniki wyników uzyskanych 
poprzednio dla gier z ograniczeniami.
Jak wiadomo, gry z ograniczeniami są środkiem w dowodzie 
istnienia równowag w modelach ekonomicznych; okazuje się, że 
są nim również gry nieokreślone, które są szczególnie przy
datne w badaniu modeli z wieloma uczestnikami. Podano dwa 
przykłady, jak. sprowadzić model ekonomiczny, bezatomowy lub 
z nieskończoną .ilością atomów, do gry nieokreślonej.
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INRODUCTIOK

The subject of the present work are two types of games: 
constrained and indefinite.

The constrained games in our set up directly generalize the 
concept of an abstract economy introduced by Debreu in 
[1952] and its subsequent generalizations.
The special feature of the constrained games is the presence 
of relations which constrain players’ abilities to choose 
strategies (in the case of normal games such relations are 
trivial: every player can choose every element in his stra
tegy set).
The results concerning the constrained games extend and 
unify the previously known theorems: the concepts of a 
"pseudo-utility function" and of a "countable-union-oi- 
biocks" allow for a uniform treatment of two cases: when 
players’ preferences are given in tne form of a utility 
function and wnen they are determined by a relation.

The concept of an indefinite game is new: ar. indefinite 
game is a collection of states and players eacn of wnora 
can move the game from some states to sone others anc. nar

6
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some preferences between the states. Unlike in the games 
in extensive form, there is no initial state and typically 
many players can move from the same state: this is where 
the name "indefinite" comes from.

What makes the indefinite and the constrained games akin 
is the way we treat them: for proving the existence of an 
equilibrium for an indefinite game we represent it, in diffe
rent ways, as a constrained game (this procedure is referred 
to as a "decomposition" of an Indefinite game) and apply 
the previously obtained results guaranteeing the existence 
of equilibria in the constrained games.

In both cases, constrained and indefinite, the main results 
apply to the case when the respective sets of strategies 
are actually convex subsets of topological vector spaces.
In order to simplify the notation and also for conceptual 
reasons we treat such objects, called topological convex 
sets, in an axiomatic way, independently of the space in 
which they may be included.

The work is complete with examples of application of the 
propoe aethod of decomposition for proving the existence 
of equilibria in economic models witn "many'agents. Usually 
atomic and atomless models require different techniques; 
therefore we consider one example of each group. Both of 
them are models of pure exchange and in each case traders’ 
preferences are allowed to depend on externalities.
The economic meaning of the two models is not a subject 
of the present work; examples are just what they are: 
examples of application of the method.
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The method ie specially designed for dealing with model# 
with "many" agent» and probably it 1s the first attempt of 
this kind. However, it is the author’s feeling and expe
rience that applying the proposed method will often meet 
difficulties in practice. This is so because the auxiliary 
objects, constrained and indefinite games, constructed for 
a given economic model *>>ist satisfy relatively strong 
assumptions which, in turn, restrict the generality of the 
model itself.
Therefore, In order to allow for a wider range of possible 
applications we were specially concerned with generality 
of the obtained results.
In some sense, the present work 1s the author’s act of nope:
1 am eagerly waiting for the readers’ response: further 
examples of the models to apply the proposed method and 
further improvements of the method itself.

Comments concerning the literature of the subject are given 
in the heads of the sections, especially In Sections 3 and 6.
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We fix below some natation and terminology but tbia is done only 
for the cases when any doubts could arise. In the work we also 
use many standard notions not considered below.

If P is the domain of a function f then we shall also write 
(fp|p€P) instead of f. For any rep and p we denote by flrsp 
the function(fplp €P) such that f^ - f for every p + r and fr « p .

A function whose values are sets (topological spaces etc.) is 
an Indexed family of sets (topological spaces etc.).
The product of an indexed family (X8iseS) will be denoted by 
/I (XBI s CS) or flX.

For any given sets Y and Z, a correspondence (from Y to Z) is/WVWVNA-VWVN^V'
any set acy*Z. For any yeY, the set A(y) :■ {s|(y,z)eA} 
is its section at y and (y|A(y) i  0} is its domain.

The symbol Arg max [f(x)lx6Xj denotes the set of all x which 
maximize the value of the real function f over X.

The symbols f[A] and f”1CBJ will denote the image and inverse 
image of the respective sets.

We always understand that a compact set is by .definition 
Hausdorff.

A neighborhood of a set in (reap, of an element of) a topologi
cal space is any set containing this set (resp. element) in its 
interior.



PARI.I. AUXILIARÏ RESULTS

Most of the results of this work involve convex subsets of to
pological vector spaces. Such objects will appear very often and 
they will interact with each other; therefore it is very conve
nient to provide them with individual existence, Independent of 
the space whose subsets they are.
Another argument for doing so ie of more conceptual nature: 
often in applications, especially in utility theory, we are 
faced with a set equipped with an operation of convex combina
tion andeven with some topology and there is no real need or 
reason to look for a space to include it.
Consequently, we decide for this approach and a brief theory of 
topological convex sets is presented in Section 1. Nevertheless, 
we want to stress that the main results of the present work can 
be easily transferred (by means of Theorem [1.4]) into the lan
guage of convex subsets of topological vector spaces.

In Section 2 we present elementary properties of a class of 
sets which are called countable-unions-of-blocks and wnich 
play an important rôle in our further investigations.



1. Topological convex Beta

Independent definitions of convex sets (in vector spaces; ure

knowr, in the literature since Stone '19<9J and Hausner f1954 
bu~ similar -deas nave appeared even eariier In tne woric of •»« 
Neuraanr. a-id Morgenatern L1947, p.26J.
liefinitions wnich also involve topology have been given :y
Dubuc i 1966J (unpublished dissertation), Gudder [1977] 
others (see also Swirszcz [1974]).
Nevertheless, this approach is not widespread and therefore we
snail give in this preliminary section a set of basic defini
tions and quote some known theorems.
It is not surprising that under some assumptions oojecu* of 
considered type can be embedded into (topological) vector spaces.

In operation o t  convex combination in a set X is a function 
which assigns to every x,x'eX and oieTOjI] an element of X, 
denoted by «x®3ix (« stands for 1 - o< whenever <*£[0;1]) so 
that for all x,x',x"eX and ,<$‘€'[0;1]:

1x®0x' «<xx®«x * x; wx«5x' - a x W x j

xf} « jr and yc » « implies <x(px ® fix')®« x " « f x  ® x'®£x"); and

(*) oc + 1 and tfxfcSx' - oix®«x" Implies x' - x#.

An abstract convex set is a set with an operation of convex com
bination in it.

An operation of convex combination can be generalized inducti
vely to several arguments: for n *■ 3,4,... we let, for every 
x.|,...,xn6X and every (oĉ ,.,. ,oin) in the (n-1)-dimensional 
standard simplex:

o^x,® ...®o(nxn 5n(tf15;1x1*...*«n_1a;1xa_1)««nxn if <*n * 1
xQ otherwise.
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1.1. The generalised operation of convex combination JLb conuauta- 
tive, associative, distributive w.r.t. compos!tion with Itself 
and it allows for cancellation of components with coefficient 0. a

Elements of the form *£1x1® ...© <*nxn are called convex combi
nations of x1t...,xn. A set A£X is convex if It contains convex 
combinations of Its all elements or, equivalently, if <*x®5x'eA 
whenever x,x'€A and <xeC0}1J. The convex hull of a set B, denoted/ W W W  /VWV
as coB, is the smallest convex set including B or, equivalently, 
the set of all convex combinations of elements of B.

A topological convex set is an abstract convex set equipped with 
topology which makes (together with usual topology in [ 0 ; 1 J )  the 
operation of convex combination continuous.
In a Hauadorff topological convex set, the condition (*) can be 
derived from other conditions defining the operation of convex 
combination.

1.2. a. The generalized operation of jconvex combination £n a 
topological convex set Is continuous.
—• Si? closure of a convex ^et in a topological convex set is 
convex.
—* P-0-r agy convex compact sets H and H' In a Hausdorff topologi
cal convex set, also co(HuH') is compact.

For a proof of [ c ] notice that co(HuH') Is Just the image of 
H*H'*[0;1] under the operation of convex combination.D

Every convex subset Y of an abstract (topological) convex set 
will be regarded as an abstract (topological) convex set (with 
the relative topology and) with restriction of the operation of

p *
convex combination to Y xf0;l3.
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A function f froa an abstract convex set I to an abstract convex 
set Y is said to be affine whenever

f(tfx*«x') » «f(x)»5f(x')

kolds for every x.x'eX and <xe[0;1].
Abstract (topological) convex sets X and Y are affinely isomor- 
jjhic (homeomorphic) if there exists an affine one-to-one function 
{homeomorphism) from X onto Y.

We say that a topological convex set is locally convex if its 
«very element has a neighborhood base of convex Bets.

1.3. E3*ry convex subset of a locally convex topological convex 
set is locally convex, a

Stone [1949] and Hausner [1954] proved that every abstract convex 
set X is afflnely homeomorphic with a convex set in a real vector 
space. Suppose that X is also equipped with a compact and locally 
convex topology. It is known that in this case X can be embedded 
into a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space (Jamison* 
O’Brien and Taylor [1976], LawBon [1976], Roberts [1978]). The 
opposite implication in Theorem [1.4] follows immediately 
from C1.3J:

Theorem 1.4. A compact topological convex £et is locally convex 
if and only if it is afflnely homeomorphic with & convex subset 
of a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space, o

The product of an indexed family (Z8lsCS) of topological con
vex sets is the set-theoretic product DZ taken with product 
topology and the natural coord1nate-w1se operation of convex 
combination: for any z,z' € Z and <*£C0;1J

oc za&z' :» (<*z ® 5 z'| s e S).0 0



h i -  a. The product of an indexed family of topological cor.'"-'! 
sets is a topological convex set.
t. A set of the form f](Ag!s€S) in the product of an :na<>xed 
family of topological convex £ets (Z8|seS) is convex if and 
only if Ag is convex in Zg for every eeS.
c. The product is locally convex if and only if rts factor
is locally convex. 0

We shall say that a topological convex set X has the compact 
separation property if every neighborhood of every compact convex 
Bet HCX includes a compact and convex neighborhood of H.

1.6. a. E^ry topological convex set with compact separation pro
perty is locally £oragact and locally convex.
-• 51557 £.^£55^ 55^ locally £onvex topological convex set has 
the compact separation property.

We shall use Theorem [1.43 for a proof of [bj: w.l.o.g. assume 
that the considered topological convex set X is included in a 
Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space E. Let CSX 
be compact and convex and let A be its relatively open r.eighbcr 
hood in X. There exists a closed convex neighborhood K of the 
origin in E such that C':» (C+I)nXCA (cf. Engelking [1977, 
p.541, Lemma 8.2.5]). Obviously C' i3 a compact and convex 
neighborhood of C.O

Theorem C1.4J also suggests the following reformulation of a 
known fixed point theorem (see e.g. Edwards [1965, p.167, 
Theorem]):
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Theorem 1.7 (Ky Fan - Glicksber«). Let X be a nonenrotv compact
' /W V  /N. ^ v v w w >  aA w w v

and locally convex topological convex set. For every closed 
correspondence i Q J nonempty and convex sections there
exists xeX Buch that xe$(x).D/NAA/V/W /v W V  <va/w

2. Countable-unlons-of-blocks

The concept of a countable-uiion-of-blocks has a technical 
character. It will intervene in our theory via Theorem [3.5].

If Y is a topological space and Z is a topological convex set 
then we say that a set A£Y*Z is a countable-union-of-blocks 
if there exist sequences: (F^|i=1,2,... ) of compact subsets 
of Y and (Hili=1,2,...) of compact convex subsets of Z such 
that A = U{f'i*Hili-1,2,...}.

Theorem 2.1. If every open set in Y is «-compact and Z is
1 1 AA. /W V W  A /v W  A<w /-s/V* a/V A /W V W W  /V \A  /V “

second-countable locally convex and can be represented as a 
union of countably many compact convex sets then every open 
subset of Y*Z is a countable-union-of-blocks.

/-w /V /VS/WVVAxAA /vv. 'W W W

Every perfectly normal and c-compact space Y obviously satis
fies the hypothesis of Theorem [2.1J.
Here is a lemma needed in its proof;

Lemma 2.2. If Z is a topological convex j3et sa^i^ying the 
assumptions of Theorem [2.1] then there exists a countable
family C  of compact convex subsets of Z such that every open 
set in Z is a union of a subfamily of C.
<vw /v*. /vw •'V /VWWl /V
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Proof: Let Z^, with 1-1,2,..., be compact convex eeta ouch that 
Z - UiZjfi-1, 2 , . . Fix 1. It suffices to find a countable 
family CA of compact convex subsets of Z^ such that every open 
subset of Ẑ  is a union of a subfamily of 6^. By [1.3] also Z^ 

is locally convex. By Theorem [1.4] we can therefore assume 
that Zi is included in a Hausdorff locally convex topological 
vector space £. Let J0 be a base of closed and absolutely convex 
neighborhoods of, the origin in £ (cf. Robertson and Robertson
[1964 , p.12, CorollaryJ). For B£j0 put

Vg {(*,«') 6 Z1» Z j  z - z ' e i ) .

The family rY°1 :» {Vg|B£Ji} is a base for the unique uniformity 
in ZA (cf. Engelking [1977, p.549, Theorem 8.3.13J). Since Z^ 

is metrizabla (it is compact and second-countable); its unifor
mity has also a countable base (cf. Engelking [1977, p.533, 
Theorem 8.1.21]); thus it also has a countable base ^  which 
is a subfamily of 'Ŷ .
Let D be a countable dense subset of Z^ and let

Ci :* (v(d)l d£D and Vff^}.
We now prove that every open set H in Z^ is a union of a subfa
mily of . Choose z£Z^. It suffices to find C£ such that 
(V0’V0)U) CH. Since V0(z) has nonempty relative interior in 
Z^, It contains some dQ €D. By symmetry we have z e V Q(do) and 
obviously V0(d0)CH. Q

Proof of Theorem [2.1J: Let C be the family which appears in 
the conclusion of Lemma [2.2J. Choose any open set k Q YxZ; it 
is a union of a family of open rectangles GBXH8 with s in a 
set of indexes S. For every s£S, let £ g C £ be such that 
HB ■ We have then



A - U U G x C - U{GC* C I C € C } 
seS C6Cs 8

where, for C£ C, GC denotes U{GeIC€tB}.
nObviously every set G is open; therefore it is a union of 

countably many compact sets. Thus A is a countable-union-of- 
blocks.O

A real function f defined on an abstract convex set X is said 
to be quasi-concave if for every real <t, the set {x 6 XI f (x) ><*}VWWV /V'/Vw vw>
is convex (this is equivalent to saying: "for every real <<,
{x €X|f(x)><*} is convex").

2.3. If f: X r-*-E is quasi-concave and ACX is convex then,S/V /V/V VWWV >VVWWV' /VW AVWVVk
also Arg max [f(x)l x£A] is convex, a

Theorem 2.4. Let Y be a locally compact topological and
let 2 be a Hausdorff topological convex set with compact sepa
ration property. Let AcY*Z be jan open countable-uulon-of- 
blocks whose all sections are £onvex. There exists a contin
uous function f: Y*Z — *• [0;1] Buch that A is the support
/W\AV A/VNAAiV W  A<VW /W V »  AAA

of f and f(y,z) is quasi-concave in z./\A- /WW «VVOV /VA

Saying that f(y,z) is quasi-concave in z means that f is quasi
concave as a function of z for every fixed value of y.

The proof of Theorem C2.4J iB completely independent of the 
main course of thijwork. Therefore it will be given in the 
Appendix.

17



rAP.Î II. CONSTRAINED ANE INDEFINITE GAMES

In this part we study the two types of games announced in the 
title of this work and shortly described in the introduction.

Games of both types are only partially determined in the sense 
that it is not clear how could they be actually played: in the 
■case of constrained games it is not clear how do the players 
actually choose their strategies so as to fulfil some joint 
conditions and in the case of indefinite games it is not clear 
in what order do the players perform their moves.
We do not attack questions of this type being only interested 
in equilibria which are, in turn, determined clearly in a way 
which meets all intuitive expectations.

3. Constrained games

The constrained games have been introduced by Debreu r1952 J 
as a mathematical preparation for the work of Arrow and 
Deoreu [1954] in which they were given the name "abstract 
economy". Debreu considered the case of finitely many players 
whose preferences are given in the fore of utility functions.

18
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Since then the concept of an abstract economy haB been often 
used as a tool for proving the existence of equilibria in 
economic models, also by Soviet authors (e.g. Makarov and 
Rubinov [1973]).
A considerable increase of the interest in the subject has 
come after publication of an article of Shafer and Sonhen- 
schein [1975]; aBerieB of articles has appeared in consecutive 
issues of the Journal of Mathematical Economics.
Recent developpments Include a conceptual generalization by 
Ichiishi [1981J.
Related though different objects have been also considered 
by Wu C19613.

In thiB work we use the designation "constrained game" (alrea
dy existing in similar forms in the literature) instead of 
"abstract economy" because of the general character of the 
concept.

A constrained game is a four-tuple

T * ( JTt A, <f, Y)

such that it is a set, A  is a function assigning to every p e n  

a set A p and f and Y  are functions assigning to every p e7T 
respective sets lf p C n A xAp or YpCflA'Ap-

Elements of JT are called players in for every player p,
Ap ie his ‘Pp i3 **is relation and
V_ is his preference relation.Elements of H A  are systems ofAA/Vvwv'. /W

ptrategies in for every peJT and is HA, elements of ‘fpd) 
are strategies available for p at 1 while elements of Yp(l) are 
strategies desired by p at 1.
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An equilibrium for / la any system of strategies 1 such 
that for every player p, lp is available for p at 1 and there 
exist no strategies which are both available for and desired 
by p at 1 (lpé <fp(l) and ?p(l)nYp(l) - 0 holds for every
pen).

Here 1b a remark which is both entirely trivial and extremely 
useful in applications. First, it allows for irrelevant modi
fications of preference relations (the case of C3.1.aJ).
Second, it is very often much easier to prove the existence 
of an equilibrium for a game with enlarged preference relations 
than for a given game (and in this case one applies C3.1.bJ).

3.1. Let ? m ( jr, A  , f, y ) and ? ' - ( J T , A , <f, y') £e ?9 n- 

strained games..
a. If,, for every 
the same equilibria.
b. If, for every p€jr* y p Cy ^  then every equilibrium for j*' 
is an equilibrium for y. DA/v /VWV\A/VVW'^

Another remark has a technical character. Let Y and Z be topo
logical spaces. We say that A CYxZ is lower ̂ semi-continuous 
if for every open set H Q Z, the set (y€Yl(3zeH) (y,z)£A} 
is also open.

2^2. Let Y and Z be topological spaces. If A c Y*Z is Ĵ jwer
semi—continuous and G ÇY»Z is open then also An G is 
lower semi-continuous. D
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Theorem 3.3. Let ^ » ( it, A, *f, Y )  be a constrained game in 
which, for every p£3T, A p i0 a compact topological space. I t

for every p£3T, is closed and lower and
Y it; open then the set of all equilibria for T ie com)?<act.' P  /%A /Vv / W \ A  ̂  A ^ v  / w v  / V V V ^ V W ^ ^  -v>v

Proof: Por every p€3T, denote

Cp { ( l . A )  e r i A « A p | l p - A J  5

every set is compact (cf. Kuratowski [1966, p.140, Theorem 1]), 
therefore also Proj^CCp n fp) is compact.

By [3.2], fpriVp is lower semi-continuous, thus Proi mA('fp'">Vp) 
is open. Hence the set of all equilibria for r  , by tine defi
nition equal to

n  ii>roJnA(cpn V  N Pro Ip e
is compact. Q

We shall now introduce a concept which is very useful for 
studying equilibria in the constrained games:
Let (Ap IP€ 3T) be an indexed family of sets and let r€3JT; 
a pseudo-utility function for r is any function D: riAxA r —* IF. 
such that for every le/IA, D(l,lr)^0.
We say that a relation fcl"IA*Ar is represented by a pseaio- 
utility function 0 whenever y - {(1,A)IU(1,X) > 0}.

We shall briefly record two important special cases of ¡rela
tions represented by pseudo-utility functions with some'"good" 
properties.

Let (Ap(pcJf) be an indexed family of sets. We 3hall sone- 
times informally refer to real functions defined over H A  as 
to utility functions.
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Let rerr; a relation ^ cnA*A», is said to be induced by a 
utility function u if for every 1 e. I"IA and AeA^, (1,A) € ^ 
if and only if u(l)< u(lIrsA).

Theorem 3.4. Let (A..Id £3T) be an indexed family of tonolo-" OS'S** p AX. A/V ~ * --
gical convex sets and let r€5T.
If a relation is induced by a continuous utility function u(l) 
which £s quasi-ccncave in lf then it can be represented by a 
conjtlnuojis pseudo-utility function 0(1, >) which is quasi-con- 
cave in X .

Proof: Just take U(1,A) :« u(l|r:A) - u(l).D

Another special case can be derived from the results obtained 
in Section 2.

Theorem 3.5. Let (A IpeJT) be an indexed familv of conmact' /V'WX* P ' /w ---------

and l̂ ocally convex topological convex sets ̂ ind let r£JT. Every 
relation p cnA*Ar ^hi°h is an ojen countable-union-of-blocks 
and such that for every lellA, p(l) is convex and 1 ¿f(l),rvw «AAA/ AAV\ /Wv /VVVW ■* /W / W W W  <vVv i ’
can be represented by a continuous pseudo-utility function 
U(1,A), qua^i-concave in A.

Proof: In view of Tychonoff Theorem and M.6.bJ we can apply 
Theorem C2. 4 )  to f  and obtain the required pseudo-utility 
function.D

?rom Theorem C2.1J we immediately deduce that in the case 
when all Â . are metrizable and there are only countably 
many p for which A^ doee rot reduce to cne point, the words 
"ar. ... countable-union-of-blocks" in Theorem C 3.5 J sac be 
deleted because tne respective condition is satici’iec auto
matically .
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Theorem C3.5J iamediately implies a useful observation:

Let (Ap|p£5r) be an indexed family of topological convex 
sets and let r be a fixed element of JT.
Let <r snA*Ar be closed and let lr £6(l) for every leflA 
(thus 6 is a kind of "preference-indifference relation").
One often considers a preference relation G1 cflA^Aj.
"derived"from 5 and defined by

AetfU) if and only if Aes(l) and lr£ S(llr:A).
Obviously

s ' £ Z : «  {(l,A)eriiVAr llr^ c(ll r: A)}.

Notice that 2 is open; if it is also a countable-union-of- 
biocks, it can be represented by a continuous pseudo-utility 
function V(1,A), quasi-concave in A.

The usefulness of the above remark can be easily seen in the 
context of the Kemark £3.13 and the next Theorem [3.6J wnich 
is the main result in this section.

Theorem 3.6. A. constrained game y- « ( jr, A, f, V) in wnl ch, 
for every peTT, A p is a topological convex sejt has an equi
librium whenever:
a. for every p e Jf, A^ is nonempty compact and locally convex;
b. for every p€Ji, <fp closed and l_ower semi-continuous 
and, for e v e r ? lcHA, ‘fp(l) is nonempty and convex; and

for every peir, can be represented by a continuous 
pseudo-utility function 0 (1,A), quasi-jconcave in A.



The domain of a compact and lower semi-continuous correspon
dence la both compact and open. Since every Hauadoiff topolo
gical convex aet is (even arcwlae) connected, we can replace 
the hypothesis:

"for every pcjr and lcilA , fp(l) t  0"

by a formally weaker though actually equivalent hypotheaia:

"for every p£3T, <f 0?

In the proof of Theorem C3.6J we ahall use Lemma [3.7] (for a 
proof aee e.g. Wu [1961, p.397, Lemma]). Similair results can 
ba also found in a work of Idzik [1978].

Lemma 3.7. Let Z be a compact and let Y be any topological
AA A/ /VA/VVVW /VAA- -VVV /VVv /V V V V W V V W '

apace. I f  A c  YXZ is closed and lô jer semi-^ontinuous jind f
Lb a continuous real function with A c Dom f Q Y*Z then the
set

* *■ U{{y) x 4rg max[f(y,z)l e e A(y)J| y £Y} 

la closed. O
A>V /V W W W

Proof of Theorem [3.6]s Chooae any r ejr. We define 
?r cfl.A*Ar by formula:

t T t- U{{li x Arg max[Dr(l,A)l A € ifr(l)]| le HA).

By Lemma [3.7], Fr is closed; ita all sectiona are nonempty 
and, by [2.3], convex.

Define H £  F1A * P1A letting, for 16 ITA,

H(l) s- n(Fp(l)|pCJT).

Let K denote the aet of all elements ((lp, )p) l p€3T). of 
il(nA*Ap lpe3T) satisfying the condition:

lp - lp for all p,p'-eor.

24
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The act H is a projection of the compact set n ( F p ] p £ J r ) n  K 
and therefore it ie closed.
Clearly, all sections of H are nonempty and, by [1.5.h], they 
are also convex. Thus we can apply the fixed point theorem [1.7J 
to H thus obtaining an le l"\A with leH(l). -

We shall prove that 1 is an equilibrium for /.
By construction, lp£ ‘fp(l) ^or «very p£3T. Suppose that for 
some re^r there exists A 6 Vr(l)n Yr (1).
Since A e Y r(l)» we have hy the definition of representation, 
Dr(l,A)>0.
Since lr maxiaizes the value of 0r(l,-) over 4^(1), we have 
Or(l,lr) > Ur(l,A).
Hence Or(l,lr) > 0 which contradicts the definition of a 
pseudo-utility function.O

4. Indefinite games

The definition of indefinite games is very general and it 
certainly deserves separate studies. The concept has been 
introduced by Wieczorek £1977 J (see also Plam C1979 J)•
We consider the indefinite games from two standpoints: we 
first establish some general properties, especially those 
associated with the concept of decomposition and secondly, 
we translate the results previously obtained for the con
strained games into the language of indefinite games.
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An indefinite game is a four-tuple

r • (p , x, #, v)
suer, tnat I and 7. are sets and f  and V  are functions assign-
ing to every pel sets $_ cx and Y  Ç X “, respectively.*-■ P

Elements of P are players in T and elements of X are states 
of f. For a player p, ®p ii 
is his preference relation.
For a player p and state x,
to which p can move from x while elements of ¥_(x) are* IV̂VV% p
states whicn ne prefers to x. We snail be saying "p can stayVWVVN,VV /k/vw
at x " instead of "p can move from x to x".

On the level of interpretation, we should notice that players 
rather "move" the whole system than themselves.

For a set of players S Q T , a 7r-ej;uil£brium for T is its
any state x such that every player in V can stay at x and
there ie no player in V who can move to a preferred state
( i « L  (i) and #„(x) o Y  (x) « 0 for every pear).P F P
An equilibrium for T is its ?-equilibrium.

We first notice a remark analogous to the Eemark for
constrained games:

A.I. Let r « (P, X, 4>. Y ) and f'- (I, X, 4 , Y') be indefi
nite games and let JT C p .
a. If. for every pear, #■ V  “ 4 then . and nave— AA p y P y ''"‘'V- V-'W.   *>*
tne samf r-equiiioria.
~V> *v. -V».-

b. If, for ever; ter, : •«, tser. every "-equilibrium
for i£ ?. r-sc - Iitri’.ss for f.O



For any net of players jt In a fixed indefinite game f we shall 
denote the set of all jr-equilibria by E(jt); we shall also 
abbreviate E({p>) to E(p).

1 . 2 . For any set of players 3T in an indefinite game f, E(jr)
' /VNA AAA /VW AA/ A/Wvvw /W /vw VNAAAAA' WVV

• n{E(p) Ip € jr} .D

For any set of players jr in an Indefinite game
V̂A. AÂ > AAA/ AA- aaaa^ w  aa, aa> aaaaaaaaaa a-aa -«

r - (P, X, *, y) in which X is a topological space, the set 
E(jt) is compact whenever:
a. X is compact;
b. for p€3r, is olosed and lower semi-^ontijiuous; and
£. for Pe7Tt VpOip is relatively open ̂ in

Proof: In view of [4.2] it suffices to prove that E(p) is 
closed for every player p.
Denote D :« {(x,x)| x € X). Since D is compact (cf. Kuratowski 
[1966, p.140, Theorem 1 or 2]), also sets Dn $ p and 
Proj^Dnip) are compact.
By C3.2],Yp n#p is lower semi-continuous; therefore 
Pro^(Vp o ip) is open. Thus

E(p) - ProJ^DnipJV Pro;), <Vpn 4>p)

is compact. O

We now introduce the fundamental concept of our theory of 
indefinite games:
a decomposition of an indefinite game r * (P. X, § ,Y ) is a 
net (JD^IkSK) whose elements are sets of players in f , ouch 
that for every k£K there exists xQ fc K such that for every 
jl > every -equilibrium is a ¿^-equilibrium and such 
t^at i  = UlDjj.Ikex},

27



Theorem 4.4. Let F - (P. X. £. Y ) he an indefinite «acne in
' <vvv> —- - — -  *  -  -  ----------- - — — -

which I i6 a topological space. Îf:
a. X îs nonempty and compact;
b. for every player p, #_ is closed and lower semi-continuous;“  /vvA *VWVs. AA/y/\A/> P ^  'VW W «' ^

28

— . ££? ZXZTy player p, VpO#p i® J2ES? i2 ^pJ £5!?
d. r admits a decomposition («Cl|K) such that for every kejc/VVWV  ̂^  A/N̂ Â >A/V̂ V/V̂ /VV' A 'W ' ' /W V V  AXA AA/wV^

tnere exists a JĈ -equilibriuip;
then th e re  e x i s t s  an e q u i l i b r i u m  f o r  T.
/W V v  V W V A  AA/VAAA /W  A A A A A A A /W W  AAA

Proof: Choose any k1,...,kn6K, By assumption,

D{E( JDV )li«1 n> ^ 0.
Ki

Since X is compact and, by C4.3J, E ^ )  i® closed for every k€K, 
also

F :- r>{E(JBk)|kei} i  0

(cf. Engelking [1977 , p.166, Theorem 3.1.1]).
However, by [4.23, E(P) is equal to F.O

The rest of this Section has rather formal character: we just
express the results of Section 3 in the language of indefinite
games.

For any indexed family (0 |pe7r) of topological spaces andP
any reir we shall write

vre . {(i,iy )ene *ne|i. - i' for all p 4 r}.
•(

Lemma 4.5. Let (6 lotJT) be an indexed family of tonolosical
" VW*, p -W  /W  /V V W W V  /W W W  AA-

spaces and let r £ 3 T .  The function
rVVVVW  /V</V AA/V /S/VA- (VNAA^^VkA

hr: nexe„ — *• vre
defined by formula
/VWWVWV A>V W W V w v

hr(l,A) :• (1, l|r:A), for lene and Jtee,., 
is a homeomorphiera.



i t  * s  is lower eemi-csntinuous (as a correspondence
from n8 into 116) then so is h“1C^] (as a correspondence

/ w w  a a .

from ne into 8r).

Proof: The first statement is obvious. For a proof of the 
second, denote <f :«= h”^L§J and choose any open set B C 6r. 
Since B :» (1(6lr:B) is open in (16 and $ is lower semi- 
continuous, the set

A {l|*(l)nB / 0}

is open. However, A * { H Y U J n B  jf 0} which means that f 
is really lower semi-conti-nuous. □

We introduce below the concept of a factorization. A facto
rization is actually a representation of the set of states 
in an indefinite game in the form of a product in such a way 
that factors of the product correspond to strategy seta in 
some constrained game.
Here are the formal definitions:

Let T - (F» X, <t>, V) be an indefinite game; and l?t 0 hi HKt* 

thing which is not an element of P (for instance, P itself).
A factorization of T w.r.t. a set of players jr Q P is a 
pair: an indexed family of sets (8rlre 3T u {0}) and a one- 
to-one function l from X onto ne such that for every player 
p and (x,jc')e#p, there is (i.(x), i(x')) e Vp8.

The game assocj^ated with (8,t) is the constrained game 

; (8) = (jru{0) , 6, <f. Y) 

in which *f and Y are defined as follows:

29
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*0 - ne*e0; v0 - 0:
for every pejr, 1 e R8 and ̂ e0p.
A€ifp(l) if and only if s.“1 (II p:A)e # (t_1 (1) ),
>6Yp(l) if and only if t_1(11 p:A)6 Y (t"1(1)).

We make here a few comments: once we know that f has a factor
ization w.r.t. a set of playere ir, we are also able to con
struct a constrained game (just the one associated with the 
factorization) which is essentially identical with f  as far 
as the players in ir are concerned. Informally speaking, the 
"fictitious'’ player 0 represents a group of (not necessarily 
all) players in T who are not subjects of the considered
factorization.

4.6. Let (8,t) be a factorization of T * (P, X, Y) w.r.t, Jt.
A state x€X is a jr-equilibrium for T if and only if ¿(x) is•w S\- / V W W N / V ' V ' V W  <s/V A^>v a -NA

Let (6 ,i) be a factorization of r « (F, X, $ , Y) w.r.t. a set 
of players ir and assume that X as well as every 8^ is a topo
logical convex set.
We shall say that (6 ,i) is consistent whenever i is an affine 
horaeomorphism.
We shall say that (8,t) is regular whenever, for every ptT, 
the preference relation in the f.seociated constrained game 
f(8) can be represented by a continuous pseudo-utility function 
Up(l,A), quasi-concave in A (notice that yc is automatically 
represented by the function U (1,A) * 0).
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lemma 4.7. An Indefinite ¿arae f « (P, X, £n which X ijB
a topological convex set has a ir-equilibrium (for jr £ P)
whenever:
a. 7. is nonempty compact and locally convex;
b. for e^ry pear, is closed and lower semi-continuous and, 
for sjery xeX, $p(x) i_s nonempty and convex; and
c. T admits a consistent and regular factorization w.r.t. Jf.

Proof: Prom tne Tychonoff Theorem and C1.5.c] we deduce that 
for every pe ST, 8^ is nonempty compact and locally convex.
We shall consider the associated constrained game

f  (0) *= (*u{0), 9, f, v)i

Choose any reJT. We deduce from Lemoa[4.5J that <f„ is closed 
and lower semi-continuous and obviously, for every lefl0,
¥r(l) is nonempty and convex.
Obviously also fQ and Yq satisfy the conditions C3.6.b-c],
Thus by Theorem C3.6J, j^e) has an equilibrium which is, by 
C4.6J, a »-equilibrium for f. O

If the product of nonempty topological spaces is compact and 
metrizable then also every factor is compact and metrizable.
This and Theorem C2.1J immediately i.uply the following pro
position which can be very useful when dealing with special 
cases of Lemma T4.7] or, in the sequel, of Theorem C4.9J.

4.8. jet (©, c.) be 2 consistent factorization of ar. indefinite
gam* (?, X ,  4 ,  Y )  in which X is a conpact and metrizable
•topological convex set.
I t a preference r<?i?rion o': a player in the «ssoclaV
trained jame ¿5 open then it is a c o u n t a b l e -
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The assumption CcJ in lemma [4.6] is not very elegant as it 
concerns properties of the associated game f(8) and not pro
perties of the given game I\ We notice however that CcJ is 
a consequence of three conditions of entirely "internal" 
character:

£' . f admits a consistent factorisation; 
c*. X is metrizable;
c"'. for every pejr, cT. V is open irreflexive and has con-—  W V  I P  /VV AAAA/ / W W V V vA - W «  AAA, AAA.

vex sections; or £*• there exists a contiguous quasi-concave 
function u^: X —► R such that Yp ■ {(x,x')lup(x) < Upix')}. 
If every pear satisfies Lc'^l then even Cc"j becomes redundant. 
However, in applications conditions like [c"3 are usually too 
strong and just unnecessary.
The above remark, slightly modified, will also apply to the 
assumption Tc ] in Theorem [4.9].

lemma [4.7] and Theorem [4.4] can be put together:

Theorem 4.9. An lndefini/te game T « (P, X, t ,  V) in ^hich X 
is a topological convex set has an equilibrium whenever:
a. X iB nonempty compact and locally convex;
b. for every player p, is closed and lower semi-continuous 
and for every x£X, $p(x) is nonempty and convex;
£. f admits a decoj^osition (ÆjJkSK) such that for ^^ry 
k GK there exists a consistent and regular factorization 
w.r.t. Ô. .
«V A  A  i t

Proof: The only thing to be done is a verification of the 
assumption [4.4.cJ. Choose rep and take any k e K  such that 
ref^.Let (0,0 be a consistent factorization of F w.r.t. 2^.



For any aet A c  I  , ( ¿ . ¿ J T A ]  will denote
{(i(x),i(x'))l (x,x' )£A}. By Lemma C4.5J, (I , L HYj.3 6 is 
relatively open in Vr0 and, by the definition of a factoriz
ation, (t,OC#r3 hence ( t, t)[ Vr n ie relatively
open in Since l ie a homeomorphiein, Y r r>tr is
relatively open in $r. □
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:-m III. APPLICATIONS

We shall now present ways in which the theory of constrained 
and especially Indefinite genes car: be applied fcr proving 
the existence of equilibria in certain economic models, 
we present two models of pure exchange whicn describe the 
same economic phenomenon but in an entirely different set up 
tne first model is "atomless" wnile the other is ’’atomic". 
Exchange economies are t&xen here Just as examples; similar 
results car. be also obtained for production economies,
l-resenting two models of the same type {exchange economies) 
allows for a clear and easy comparison of the methods used 
in both cases.

For clarity of the exposition we shall treat the two cases 
separately from the very beginning even though part of the 
exposition can be easily unified.

We ao noi .scuss any economic implications or interpreta
tion of the considered models but we concentrate on the 
technical problems: how to apply the previously introduced 
me tnoQB.



■łS

instead of explaining now do the modela «or< we try to use 
extensively suggestive "economic" terminology and givr a 
portion of references to the literature.

In Sections 5 and 6 we snail ase K* to denote the <-dinen- 
sional real vector apace equipped with Łuclidean nora !• • ;
!R* is the nennfcgative arthant in H xj P-y ier.otes the 
idDer product of tae vectors p and j .

»

*>, Wode; ^io’z. esfc

The model considered below belongs to the class of "exchange 
economies witfc a continuum of traders". Soaels of this typ* 
have ceen introduces by Vind C1964] and Auaann [196*1 who 
aiao gave in [19663 the firet proof of existence of a coape- 
titlve equilibrium.
Models of this type have been considered thereafter by scores 
of the authors.
The results obtained in this section are soaewhat restrictive 
Trow an economist's point of view (utilities are affine in 
trader's own consumption) but they are inccmparacle with 
those wbich can be obtained b> standard classical methods 
(utilities depend on externalities).
lu craer to become an element of economic theory, the aodei 
certainly requires further treatment (rearrangements, Im
provements of some assumptions etc.) wnich falls out of the 
scope of the present work.
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Two elements will be kept fixed throughout this section; 
a measure space (T, J , x )  and a positive integer'k.
We assume that the measure T is atomless and the 6T-field 
T  is complete w.r.t. T ,
We shall call elements of T traders while eleitente of T  

are coalitions. The integers 1,..t|k represent commodities.

A consumption correspondence ie any measurable correspondence 
C ç (I.e. C belongs to the product er-field ^»Borel
sets in 1R ) such that C(t) 1b nonempty and convex for a.e. t. 
The set C(t) is trader’s t consumption j3et, an allocation is 
a measurable function y: T — ► 1R5, such that y(t) 6 C(t) for
a.e. t. We shall identify allocations which differ on a 
negligible (of r-measure 0) coalition. The set of all alloca
tions for C will be denoted by c4(C) ; for y,y'£iA(C) and Se T  

we'denote by y'Xg + y^T\S alloca'tion which coincides
with y' on S and with y outside S.

We shall say that C is essentially bounded if C(t) is bounded
/V V W V V V V v w . /V W V W V

for a.e. t and the function pc: T — ► 1R defined by 

pc(t) i* sup {lw||i? fe C(t)> 

is essentially bounded.
If C is essentially bounded then .4(C) will be regarded as 
a subset of the space L* :■ L„,(T, 7",r) (here k denotes the

y
power, i.e. I,* is a product of k copies of L»). In thi6 

case oft(C) will be also regarded as a topological convex 
set. We shall understand without saying that its topology is

y V Vis the relative weak topology 6 (L„, L^) (here L1 is an 
abbreviation of L^(T,7",r)).
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5.1. If 0 is an essentially bounded consumption correspon
dence then A ( C ) is locally convex. If, moreover, C(t) ie 
compact for a.e. t then o4(C) is compact.

Proof: Every weak topology is locally convex (cf. Dunford 
and Schwartz [1958, p.419, Lemma 3 3) and therefore so is .4(C).

By Alaoglu-Banach Theorem, <A(C) is a subset of a set eompact
1C ifin (L,,, L^. Thus it suffices to prove that ¿ ( C ) ta closed.

VFor every pe !R + , the function

L^,9y(*) p-y(- ) € 1 „

is continuous w.r.t. the weak topologies osm
ki 
V6(l£, L*).

JfFor any p e R + write

¡̂p(t) :■ min {p*tf |tf£C(t)} and yüp(t) :■ max (p-v|tf£C(t)},

Both jx^ and Jip are elements of Lw. The set >A{C) is closed 
because

rf(C) - D{iyel>«|/ip(t) ̂  P-y(t) < ̂ p(t) a.e. in T}JpeR*}.

In the sequel we shall call elements of the standard simplex 
A c ® + prices (used in plural).

A global utility function is defined for a given consumption 
correspondence C. It is any function u: C * A (C)*A — ► R such 
that for every (y,p)eiA(C)xA, the function

T 3 t ~v>. u((t, y(t)), y, p) e  R

is measurable. If it is even integrable then we say that u is 
pseudo-integrable (integrabillty and integrals are always 
understood in the sense of f).



ror ü global utility function u we define every trader's t 
individual utility function

u^: C(t) x A(.C)*A —*■ B

letting
y, p) :« u((t,x*), y, pj.

for a pseudo-integrable global utility function u we define 
every coalition's S aggregated utility Junction

üs: á(S)*A — ► JP-
oy formule -

^£(y. P) / ú t(y(t), y, p) fit.
w-

We have now come to the main object of the considered iuode.1 : 
an exchange economy is a triple 6 * (C, u, a») such that 
C is a consumption correspondence, u ia a global utility 
function defined for C and u  is an integrable allocation,

Ve call -o initial endowment allocation; w(t) ,1s the initial: 
endowment of trader t.
We say that an allocation y is feasible if It. i s  : ::t<?¿rabie 
and Jy < jw.
States of the economy are elements cf

A s e m i - c o m p e t i t i v e  equilibriua for £ ie i t s  any state iy,p) 
euch t h a t  y is feasible, p-y(t) p-oft) for a.e. t and there 
e x i E t a  no nonnegllgi "ole coalition S for which there exists an 
allocation y ' such that y'(t) * y(t) a.e. outside 3 and 
P-y'(t)C p-w(t) and ut(y'(t), y', p) > ut(y(t), y, p) a.e. 
in S.

36
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tie use the name ■'3e:ni-eorapetitive equilibrium" because the 
concept has a little flavor (but only flavor) of cooperation. 
Perhaps the definition of a "competitive equilibrium" voula 
differ in the last symbols: "ut(y'(t), y, p)H would replace 
■•ut(y'(t), y / , pj". ►

Let 6 * (C, u, «) be an exchange economy in which u is
pseudo-integrable. We shall say that a coalition S satisfies 
tne decentralised improvement condition if there exists e
finite measurable partition ?r of S such that for every finite
measurable partition f of S finer than jt, every feasible allo
cation y, every allocation y' and prices p. IS y'(t‘ ■= y(t!
a.e. outside S, p*y(t) ^ p-w(t) a.e. in T, p-y'(t) 4 p-u;(t)
a.e, in S and v ^ ( y ' ,  p) > u'giy, p) THEN there exists an R£ 
and an allocation v11 such that y"(t) » y(t) a.e. outside ,
?'y*(x)-^ p-“>(t) a.e. in R and u^'y", p) > up(y, p).

Hero is the cain theorem concerning the considered T.c*i>:l:

theorem 5.2. An exchange economy £ = (C, u. uj in whicn u
_.r, ..... r_. ,vv ,WAWW>A w

is pseudo-integrable has & eemi-competitive equilibrium 
vnenever it satisfies the folloving conditions:
a. 0 is eeeertially bounded;
b. 0(t) Is compact for a.e. t{
•* 'w*-/ A'

c. u(t) € Int C(c) fcr a.e. t;“*”■ AAV iv
d. for a very coalition S, tig is eon^ij.ucus;
e. for every coalition S, u_(y, p) is quasi-concave in y|S
*■ <V>AyVH AA-Wa AA/V U AV AAAA^ 'V-'vA^A/V

(whenever ylT\S and p are fixed): and
. W /

£. every coe.^ition satisfies the decentralized improvement 
condition.
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The proof cf Theorem [5.23 is based on the methods developped 
in Section 4:

Let £ - (C, u, u>) be an exchange economy in which u is 
pseudo-lntegrable. We associate with 6 an indefinite game

T(£) i- (ruU), A(C)>6, *,Y)

in which d is not an element of T  and:
(y'. p')ei,(y. p) 1Í and only if y' - y;
(y', p')eVd (y, p) if and only if p'. /(y'  -  u )  > p-/(y - u>)
(we allow here for infinite values ; we also take 0-(+«) - 0); 
for any coalition S:
(y7. p')e. $s(y. p) if and only if p' - p, y'(t) « y(t)
a.e. outside S and p*y'(t) < p-u(t) a.e. in S;
(y'. P'Jeygiy.p) if and only if ügíy', p') > ug(y, p).

Theorem C5.23 follows ltomediately from the following Lemmata 
[5.33 and [5.43:

Lemma 5.3. Let £ - (C. u, u) be an exchange economy in' JW /VV> /VA-VWMWV /W
which u is pseudo-integrable. Every equilibrium for the asso
ciated indefinite game T(6) is a semi-competitive equili
brium for £.
A/VW V .•SAA-

Proof: Let (y, p) be an equilibrium for f(£). Since 
p.y(t) < p-«J(t) a.e. in T, we obtain by integrating and 
careful treatment of (actually not) possible nonintegrable 
coordinates of y, 0 > p*i(y - w ). By the definition of an 
equilibrium, p*J(y - w) > p'*Ky - w ) holds for all- p'eA. 
However, the condition

0 ^  P' * J(y - <*>) for every p'e A

Implies that y is integrable and Jy-<
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Suppose that (y, p) is not a semi-competitive equilibrium 
for t .  Then there exist: a nonnegliglble coalition S and 
an allocation y' such that y'(t) » y(t) a.e. outside S and

P-y'(t) < p*w(t) and ut(y'(t), y' , p) > u+(y(t), y, p) a.e.
in S.

Integrating we obtain us(y/, p) > Ug(y, p), • a contradiction.□

Lemma 5.4. I t  an exchange economy £ * (C,u,u) with pseudo-lnte- 
grable u satisfies the conditions C5.2.a-f3 then the associa
ted indefinite game T(£) has an equilibrium.

Proof: We shall verify that r(6) satisfies all assumptions of 
Theorem f4.9J.
Prom f5.1] we know that grt(C)*A is compact and locally convex. 
The following statements are obvious:
4̂  is closed and lower semi-continuous;

as well as $ s , for every coalition S, has nonempty and 
convex sections (since (w^ + y^Tvs, p)£$3 (y. p)).

In order to establish that $s is closed for every coalition S, 
it suffices to look at the formula below and notice that 
actually every factor is a closed set:
* s  -  { ( y .  y ' . p. t')€Mc)*A(c)K£?\p' -  p }

n {(y, y', p, p')ly'(t) - y(t) a.e. outside S>
0 {(y. y'» P. p')lp-y'(t) < p-w(t) + lic(t)XTvS(t) for a.e. t>

(here pc is the function with pc(t) - sup {I'S'BI & 6 C(t)}).

We shall now prove that for every coalition S, is lower 
semi-continuous.
Fix a coalition S, take y, z £ j ( C ) and p, qfcA such that
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(z,q)£fs(y, p) and choose any net (ya, pa) of elements of 
M e ) * A  converging to (y, p). We should find a net (za, qa) 
of elements of A ( C ) x A converging to (ẑ  q) such that for 
every a, (za, qa)€ig(ya, pa).
For every a we let qa :» pa. We obviously have qa —► q.
For every trader t and prices p let za(t) be the unique 
element V of B(p,t) ;« {i»£C(t)| p-i> < p* w(t)} 
minimizing Jtf- z(t)H if t€S and we let za(t) :■ ya(t) 
otherwise.
It is easy to check that za is measurable. Thus actually
U a .qa ) e  $s (ya .pa ).

We now prove that za(t) — ► z(t) for a.e. t (this little part 
of the proof is taken almost verbatim from the author’s
joint work with Greenberg and Shitovitz C1979J).

**» VChoose e>0 and select a measurable function z: T —► E 
representing z. The following reasoning is true for a.e. 
t £ S. Since w(t)elnt C(t), also the segment

L {dX(t) + (1 - *.Mt)|

is included in Int C(t).
Choose b 6 L such that lb - z(t)(l4^£ and let
be such that K(b,£), the closed ball of radius S around b,
is also included in Int C(t).
Since p-z(t) < p-»*>(t), also p *b ̂  p-<»)(t).
Now it suffices to prove that K(b,S) intersects B(pa,t) 
for sufficiently large a (this immediately implies 
yza(t) - z(t)#< e ). Suppose to the contrary that K(b,S) is 
disjoint from B(pa,t) for arbitrarily large a, i.e.

Pa.(b - anpar 1pa) > Pa-u(t).
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Talcing the limit we obtain

p-b - Jlp¡1 > p-u)(t)> p-b 

which contradicts the hypothesis i > 0.

For every a we let ua :■ za^g + We know that
ua(t) —► z(t) a.e. in T, therefore ua converges weakly- to z 
(remember that all ua and z are jointly dominated by an essen
tially bounded function). On the other hand ya converges 
weakly to y. Since z(t) » y(t) a.e. outside S, we find that 
za = ua]Cs + y a/ l s s  converges weakly to z - z f s + y/TXS- 
Thus we have proved that actually $g is lower semi-con
tinuous.

We now prove that for every finite measurable partition 
{S1,...,Sn} of T there exists a consistent and regular 
factorization (2, i) of f(£) w.r.t. the set of players

i • • • i Sjj, d}.
Fix any measurable partition {slf...,sni of T.
For 1»1,. ̂ . ,n let

S’s *■ iye>^(C)|y(t> - w(t) a.e. outside S i } .

For every i, So is a convex subset of ot(C)j we shall now 
bi

regard it as a topological convex set.
We also let 2^ A. and 2 0 '• “ {o}.
We define an affine homeomorphism

i :  A ( C ) * A  —*■ CIS 
letting, for i-1,...,n,

fc (y .p )J s  yXS i  + “ Xp\S i

and
[c(y.p)Id := P •md [t(y.p)J0 :■ 0.

Obviously (2ft) is a consistent factorization of f(6).
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We now prove that (S’* t) is regular.
Every relation 'Yd • i*1>•••»&, in associated constrained 

bi
game y(3 ) is induced by a utility function

^  us (y1,...yn,p) us (¿"1(y1 yn.p))5i *1
which is by assumption continuous and quasi-concave in y*
(as u„ (y,p) is quasi-concave in y|S,).

Si
Moreover, i® induced by a utility function

u (y1,..•,yn,p) :» arc tan p-/(y - w)
1 nwhere y is the unique allocation with t(y,p) * (y ,...,y ,p)

(the function arc tan has been introduced here to regularize 
the case of infinite values of p*/(y -«*>)). Since arc tan is 
continuous and monotone, u is continuous and quasi-concave in p. 
Thus we deduce from Theoremf3.4] that (£ ,  i ) is regular indeed.

We shall finally proceed to the construction of a suitable 
decomposition of f(£).
Let the set A  o-f all finite partitions of T be ordered by the 
relation of being finer. For every A e A write * Au{3),
In order to prove that the net (S^lAeA) is a decomposition 
of r(£) it suffices to notice that for every finite measur
able partitions of Ts ? and JT which is finer than f, every 
(sruid})-equilibrium for f(6) is a (^ u {3})-equilibrium 
but just this is what the decentralized improvement condi
tion says.

Thus we have shown that all assumptions of Theorem C4.9J are 
satisfied and therefore f(£) has an equilibrium.a



The main part of this section is over but still we should 
make a few comments, in particular we should show any 
examples of "manageable" conditions implying the conditions 
C5.2.d-f 1

5.5. Let u be a global utility function defined for an essen-’ /wv -MV /v AAA/VW~ A^VkVWA < W W W W v  ^wvvwv <WV *W
tially bounded consumption correspondence C and let
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<WWSA.

-7 : oi(C)*A -» L1 and ¿:^(C)*A — *• L*

be such that for a.e. t
AAr A A W  AîW V  /W V  /V /V

ut(v,y,p) « ^(y.pMt) + v-i9(y,p)(t).

a. u is pseu^-integr^ble.
b. If 7 is continuous w.r.t. the weak topology «’(L.j,LM)

Jfin L, and is continuous w.r.t. the norm topology in L.
)W 1 /WV A/v /VW\A>'lAA»W '̂ /V A/V̂ VN AA/VVWw> <vv I

then u„ is continuous for every coalition S.
(VWVA k> /W A/VVW'A-VVW AAAk /VWyv AW VW W V»

c. If for every allocations y,y', prices p and ot£[0;lJ
•  /N/V /WV /W W W  <xaA A /W \A A a^  («v ^VW W  AAA.

y (*>•' + «-y,p)(t) + (ay' ( t) + *y ( t ) )• 9(a.y' + 5 y , p)(t)
> <*?(y' ,pKt) + «ÿ(y,p)(t) + <*y'(t)-#(y ' ,p) (t) + 2 y( t)-#(y ,p) (t)

(to recall, S := 1 -ot) holds for a.e. t then for every coa-
AAAAA «Sr <v /WW /VW AAAAA AAA.

lition S, u<j(y,p) is concave in y|S (whenever y|T\S and p
AAAA/VAA O /v\i AAa AA/W

are fixed).

For a proof of [bj choose a coalition S. By the definition 
of weak topology, the function «

.A(-C)*A 3(y,p)---» / ?(y,p)(t) dt € R
S 1

w  lçis continuous, let yfiL,. be any function dominating all 
elements of jî(C). Denote

Y := {yeL^IO <y(t)< y(t) a.e. in f}.
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In order to prove that also the function

A ( C ) x A  9(y,p) / y(t)*£(y,p)(t) a t e  «
S

is continuous, It suffices to prove that the operation 

i*L* 3 (y,z) ~'/v~-*> /yz £ R

is continuous w.r.t. the product of the weak topology
k k k6(1*,!^ in I and the norm topology in L1.

For, take any net (ya,za) of elements of converging
in the product topology to some (y,z). Let

c :« ess sup II y(*) ||.
We have

l f y a z a - /yz| < |J‘yaza - Jyaz( + |Jyaz - Jyz|
< kc/||za - zIt + |/(ya - y)z|.

The two last terms become arbitrarily small as a becomes large. 
The statement [a] is obvious and [ c j  can be obtained immedia
tely by integration. □

The decentralized improvement condition is too Involved to be 
analysed here in details. We shall only formulate another 
related condition which is relatively easy for verification.

5.6. Let 6 ■ (C,u,w) be an exchange economy with pseudo-C  w  /V»ww{ Á w v w
integrable u. A coalition S satisfies the decentralized 
improvement condition whenever:
a. for every allocations y,y' and prices p, if y'(t) - y(t)“ AAA <WVW /vW W V V w V'» /VW
a.e. outside S and the set of all t€S such that
/w ÍV /WWWN/' AA/V ,VNA /\A/V iW /s/w AMW W W

ut(y'(t),y',p) > ut(y(t),y,p)

is nonnegligible then for every finiste measurable partition 
p of S there exist coalitions R£ ?  and R' c r  such that for
'  AAAA/V /WWW ÍWVWWWVW /w v  AA/W A*WV /VW
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y* y'XR'+ yXT\R- there is

ut(y"(t),y",p) > ut(y(t),y,p) a.e. in H 

and the net of all t€R for which
A/W AW  |VVV iW <WV AA/VW

ut(y'(t),y*,p> > ut(y(t),y,p) 

i8 nonnegligible. □

We shall finally give an example of just any global utility 
function which has the form described in C5.5 .b-c] and 
satisfies the condition [5.6.a].

Let C be any essentially bounded consumption correspondence. 
Let h1,.,.,hn be continuous functions from A into let
f: B + — *■ R+ be continuous and concave, let ,..., be
nonnegative elements of L* and let £ be a nonnegative element 
of L„. Por t € T, y€i4(C) and p e A  let

ul(tf,p> bJ(p>^(t>
15 3-1and

ut(*.y.p) u|(ir,p) + f(/ uB(y(s),p)ds)£(t).

6. Model B: atomic

The model is a straightforward extension of classical exchange 
models (see e.g. Rosenmuller [19813 for a survey). In parti
cular, it preserves the "discrete" character of the traders 
although it does not restrict (at least on the level of the 
definitions) cardinality of the set of traders.
Some elements of the model are taken from Keiding Cl9763 and 
some— from Wieczorek C1979J. The obtained results directly
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generalize those of Shafer and Sonaenscheln C1975J which 
concern the case of finitely many traders.
Extensions of the classical models which go in an entirely 
different direction have been considered by Yamamoto in [1978J.

Here is the model:
Traders are elements of a fixed set T; a positive integer k
is also fixed: the integers 1,...,k represent commodities; 
elements of 
are prices.
elements of the (k-1 )-dimeneional standard simplex A c H +

For any set C £ I* ! 11 we shall denote ¿4(C) :■ ri(C(t)|t6 T).

An exchange economy is a triple i  ■ (C, 9 , to) with C CI<F.+, 
<j£A(C) and 9 Q C*i4(C)*A such that there exist no t€T, 
yeni(C) and peA for which ((t,y(t)) ,y ,p) € 9.

We call C consumption correspondence in £; C(t) is trader's 
t consumption set and elements of o4(C) are allocations; 
w is the initial ¿od^wment allocation and <a(t) is trader’s 
t initial endowment.
An allocation y is feasible whenever, for i*1,...,k,

lim sup ( 2Z (y.(t) - 60. (t)) I F is finite) ^  0. 
t£F 1 1

Elements of iA(C)x A  are states of the economy.
For every trader t the relation 9^ £  A  (C)xAxC(t) 
defined by

V  £ ? t ( j , p )  if and only if ((t,v).,y,p) €

is his preference relation; " tf€.^(y,p)" is read as:
"t desires V- at y and p!



Obviously, there ie no state (y,p) and trader t who would 
desire y(t) at y and p.

A competitive equilibrium for an exchange economy £ ■ (C.J'.w)AAAAMAa/WW rvwvvwwvw
is itB any state (y,p) such that y is feasible and for every
trader t, p*y(t) 4  p>w(t) and there exists no
such that p-u < p*w(t).

Here is the main tneorem concerning the considered ssodel;

Theorem 6.1. An exchange economy F. • (C.Au) has a canaoeti-
tivfe equilibrium whenever it satisfies the following condi
tions:
a. for i- 1 ,.,. ,k, lim eup ( Z! w. (t) I ? is finite ) < ♦«;
“ 'v~' t e ? 1
b. for every t, C(t) is compact and convex;
■■ /V W  /vWW». / w  ^vW

c. for every t, co(t) eint C(t);
*  A/wv /vV /vsa

d. for every t, is open; and
*" AAV 'W W W  w /vv /V W -v A»N/v

e. for every t, y and p, &(y,p) is convex.A«VV /WVVv vw t /W /VVWW''

The conditions [6.1.a and cH Immediately imply that T U  it 
most countable, but even in the absence of CcJ, condition Ca] 
alcne implies that there are at most countably »any traders t 
for whom u(t) 4 0.

The game-theoretical proof of the Theorem C6.1J which will be 
presented below has at least two versions: traditional, 
making a direct use of the constrained games and its variant 
which makes use of the indefinite games. Both versions seem 
to be equally involved. We present the second one just in 
order to exhibit the method and for allowing for comparisons 
with the work done in Section b. At the end we also say how 
to use the first version of the proof.

4-9
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The proof will be proceeded by some preparations:

We shall associate with an exchange economy £ an indefinite 
game:

T(£) (Tufa}, ^(C)xA, *, ¥)
in which & is not an element of T and;
(y'.?')£fjiy.pi if and only if y' - y;
fy'ip'je^iy.p) if and only if

lim sap fp'. £  (y'(t) - w(t)) I F is finite)
te r

y  lim sup (p- £  (y(t) - w(tii I F is finite)

(we allow here for infinite values and understand that
0 •(+«>) -  o );

for every t £ 1 :
(y'.p' )e#t(y,p) if and only if p' - p, y'(s) - y(s) for 
all s'j< t and p*y'(t) < p-u>(t);
(y '.p') e Vt(y,p) if and only if y' (t) e^.(y,p).

Theorem C6.1J is an Immediate consequence of the Lemmata f6.2J 
and C6.5J below.

Lemaa 6.2. Let £ ■ (C,P,u>) be an exchange economy. Every 
equilibrium for the associated indefinite game T(6) is a 
competitive equilibrium for £.

Proof: Let (y,p) be an equilibrium for T(6). The only problem 
is to prove that y is feasible.
We obviously have for every finite set of traders F:

p • Z  (y(t) - w(t)) < 0 
tep
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and therefore

11m sup (p • £  (y(t> - oj(t)) | F is finite) < 0. 
teF

By the definition of equilibria in f(£) we also have, for 
every p'e A ,

11m sup (p". Z2 (y(t) - w(t)) | F is finite) < 0. 
t£F

Therefore it 1b not possible that for some 1 among

lim aup ( £  (y^(t) - (t)) | F is finite) > 0
t€F 1 1

which proves that y is feasible Indeed. Q

Lemma 6.3. If an exchange economy 6 * (C,9, io) satisfies the 
conditions C5 .1.a-eJ then the associated indefinite game T(£) 
has an equilibrium.
iV W  A/V. /V W W V -W /V W

Proof: We shall derive the existence of an equilibrium for 
T(i) from Theorem C4.9], thus we must verify that r(f) 
satisfies its all assumptions.
Assumptions C4.9.a-b] are obviously satisfied; the only non- 
obvioua element is the lower semi-continuity of the corres
pondences for tCT.
Fix any tel, let (z,q) G $ t(y,p) and let (yn,pn) be any
sequence of elements of ,>i(C)*A tending to (y,p).
We should find a sequence (zn,qn). of elements of ^f(C)*A 
tending to (z,q) such that for every n, (zn,qn) £<$t(yn,pn).
For every n let q11 :« pn. Since p « q, we have q11 — ► q.
For any prices p denote

B(p) :« {V£C(t)|p. ^ 4  p-w(t)} .
Let zn be the unique element of B(pn) minimizing zil.
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In the same way as in the proof of Lemma[5.4] one proves 
that zD — ► z and this completes the proof of lower semi- 
continuity of 4t.

We shall now prove that for every finite set of traders H 
there exists a consirtent and regular factorization (£ , t) 
of T(6) w.r.t. Hula}.
For t €H we let :» C(t); let also :* & and 
2^ n(C(t)| t^H) and let t,: i^(C)«A — ► flE he the
identity (formally, this "identity" should change the order 
of factors in the product).
It is ohvious that the factorization (S,t) is consistent. 
By the assumptions [d] and [e], every trader’s teH prefe
rence relation Yt “ in associated constrained
game /(S) is open and has convex sections. Obviously also 
y(t)£ Yt(y,p).
Since riS is metrizable, we infer from Theorem [2.1] that 
every relation Yt 18 a countable-union-of-Hocks.
On the other hand, is induced by a continuous utility 
function

u(y»p) !" arc tan lim sup (p. £  (y(t) -w(t))lF is
t£? finite)

(also here the function arc tan helps to avoid the Infinite
values). Since arc tan is monotone, u is quasi-concave in p.
From Theorems L3.4] and [3.51 we now deduce that (S ,<•)
is actually regular.

Finally, we notice that the net (Fu|i}| TCI is finite) is 
a decomposition of T(£).

I
Since all assumptions of Theorem [4.9] are satisfied, f(£) 
has an equilibrium. □

I



Our definition of a competitive equilibrium slightly differs 
from the standard one, therefore we also make the following 
remark:

6.4. Every competitive equilibrium (y,p) for an «change 
economy 6 « (C,̂ ,u>) satisfies the condition

lira ( £  (y.(t) - «, (t)) I P is finite) - 0 , for i = 1,...,k,
t€F ‘vw

whenever:
/VWVWW
a. for every t, is monotone (i.e. for every y, p,*“* /W' A/VWv V ^  /V W W W
V - ^ y ( t )  and ir i  y(t) implies if- £ ̂ ( y , p)); find
b. jfor every t, i - 1 , « . C [ 0 ; 1 3  and i?6 C(t) such that
V, < oj, (t) there is also1 1 A W W  /w /v'W'x*

( ,  • . . , ^ Vi  ̂1 — (t) , ^,.. •, £ c (t). o

An alternative vereion of the proof of Theorem [6.1J goes 
as follows:
We define for t a constrained game

r (6) - (TuOJ, #, V, Y)

in which 9 is not an element of T and:
9d :=> A ; C(t);

:» ¿(C)*A; <ft := {(y ,p, v ) 6 v/i(C)x Ax C( t)| p - p -w( t)};
Y* s- {(y.PfP' )£^(C)xA2|lim sup (p'• S  (y(t) -w(t))|F is

t£F
finite) > lira sup (p. 2  (y(t) - u>(t))IF is finite)};tep
Yt !- V

In a quite analogous way one proves that under the assumptions 
C6.1.a-eJ, p(£) satisfiee all assumptions of Theorem C3.6] 
and therefore it has an equilibrium.
On the other hand, every equilibrium for f i t )  is a competi
tive equilibrium for i .



APPENDIX: proof of Theorem C2.4J

The proof of Theorem C2.4 3 is so long and complicated that 
we have decided to present it separately.
However, we shall use here the continued numeration of 
Section 2.
The proof involves several auxiliary notions which will be 
introduced and considered in the sequel.

Here is the diagram which shows the logical dependence of 
the lemmata needed in the proof:

[2.t0j — ♦  £2.11 J . ^-[2.13]
[2.15] — * [2.4] I T  

[2.123 — ►[2.14]-"'^ ^ —  C2.163.

For any sets S, T, K £ S*T, FCS and H£ T  we shall 
denote (no confusion will arise, I hope):

K:P :- {t 6 T|F£ K~1(t)} and K:H {s e SI H C X(s)} .

2.5. For any K £ S*T we have:
AAA. /w v  /vw A ^ v v

a. If f £ F ' ; S  then K:F'£ K:F;

54
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b. If P C S  then F£K:(K:F) and F*(K:F) £ K;
^  a ' vwv r w v

c. If F*H C K then F £ K:F and H £ K:F.
— /V^VV <VW-

Symmetric analogues of [aj and CbJ (for T) are also true.a

2.6. If S and T are Hausdorff topological spaces, K £ S*T 
is compact and F Q S then also X:F is compact (analogous-
A<V WWVVVV /WV ArtA-V

ly, for H £ T, K:H is compact).
/ v w  / w  / v w w —~

2,7* Let S be a set and let T be an abstract convex set. If“““““ <W /V AAa/ /vW  /V\A AA /W  --* - - —* — —--- — ~
all sections of K C S*T are convex then, for any F C S,
-------------------   ^  AAA. AAA/VW  AAAA yWV A ^ v

Proof of [2.6]: Since K is closed, F<(K:F) C K implies
F*(K:F) ■ 7*K:F Q K. Thus also F*K:P C K. By [2.5.c],
TTTT c K:F which means that K:F is closed. It is also compact 
as a subset of the projection of K.Q

For a proof of C2.73 it suffices to notice that K:F 
- n{K(s)|seF}.a

We shall say that a set K in the product of topological 
spaces S and T is elementary if there exist compact 
sets: ?.j,... ,F C S and H1,... ,Hn c. T such that 
K - U{?iJ«Hi|i-1,...,n}.

2.8 . An elementary set has only finitely many different
/VA, A A A W W W V  AAA« AAA. AAAA/ A W \A  — -  — ------------------ -----------------------*

sections all of which are compact. 0
(VWVNAAAA AAA( AA AAAaA ^  A \ V  * -
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2.9. If S and T are Hausdorff topological spaces and KCS*T 
ie elementary then there exists a finite multiplicative family 
9” of subsets of S whose all elements are compact such that

K ■ U{F*U:DlF €7}.

Proof: Let f Q s- {i:H|H is a section of K} and let f  be the 
smallest multiplicative family of sets including 
Since K has only finitely many different sections, also fami
lies T  and f  are finite. Then we haveo

Z - u{{s£S|K(s) - H}xH|H is a section of i}
£  U{(K:H)xH|H ie a section of K}
<Z U{(K:H)x(K:(K:H))| H is a section of K}
= U{»*(K:r)|i€?'0 } £ U{*X(K:F)I ? £ ? }  Q

Thus we have K - U(F*(K:P)| ? £ ? } .  Prom [2.8J and [2.6J it 
follows that for every both F and K:F are compact. □

We now proceed to a series of four lemmata of purely topologi
cal cnaracter. One of them, Theorem [2.11'J seems to be interes
ting on its own behalf; Lemma [2.103 is used only in its proof.

Lemma 2.10. Let S be a locally compact topological space, Let
F, and F0 be compact Bubsets of S and let C be a compact

I / W '  C IW W W V  AA/Vy\/VV  /VS /SAA A A *  AA A/ A-AAa A ^

neigjjJ^rhood of Ttere exist compact neighborhoods:
G, of P. and G0 of F, such that G,nG,CG.

I A A  I aAa, c A»v t  A ^V V  a A a a  1 C.

Procf: The sets F1 \ Int G and F j M n t  G are compact and 
disjoint. Therefore they have disjoint compact neighborhoods,
? 1 and I'2 (cf. Engelking [1977, pp.196, I67and 196, Theorems 
3.3.1, 3.1.6 and 3.3.2, respectively}). The sets G1 :« F^jG 
and G2 :* I’?u G  clearly have the required properties, o
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Theorem 2.11, Let S be a locally compact topological space,1 * iW /V

let ?" be a finite multiplicative family whose all elements 
are ccmpact subsets of S and let -fr assign to every set F €7" Its 
compact r«ij5hborhood -$F. There exists ̂ n assignment t of ̂  
compact neighborhood to every set in T  so that:
/v V w W W  A V W ^ W W A A A . <w /WNAA- /V W  AA- /W  a >VSA

a. for every Fe?", rFctfF; and
*■* /vv \. / w w v  a a a -

b. for all F1, F2 ef, TF.,n rFg £ r(F., n Fg) .

Proof: Arrange elements of ?” into a sequence (F̂ l i=1,...,n)
so that for all i,J«1,...,n, F̂  £ F̂  implies 1 4 J (this can
be done by an easy inductive procedure; alternatively one can
apply a general theorem of Szpilrajn [1930, p.387, Théorème]).

Inductively for j « 1,...,n we shall define sets

“j* j+1’ **• ’
We first define, for i * 1,...,n, 
a compact neighborhood of F< , for i « 1,,

oj :■ ■ftF̂  clearly g| is
• * |Qi

Suppose that we already defined

•î '"i G^ . . . Gk-1 * * • G1

°1
r 2 a • • r 2k-1 " ‘ ■ ° l
r3Vĵ  • • • r3 k-1 • • • a*

• « • • » •
P k-1 
k-1 * *

« •

Ck_1 ' n
and suppose that Gk_1 is a compact neighborhood of F^, for
1. * lc* 1 1 • i « fQt

Let jrk :« {(l,m)l k< 1 < n and Fĵ n Fffl ■ ?k-1^*
For (l,m)e let P^m and Q^m be compact neighborhoods of
F-, and Fm, respectively, such that P^m n Q^”*c g£”] (cf. Lemma 
[2.10]).



For i « k,...,n define

Gi n{p“ |(i.t)€ 3rk } n n{Q^I(r,i)c Jrk}nG*'1.
\rFor 1 = k,...,n, the set is a compact neighborhood of F^ 

because It is an intersection of finitely many compact neighbor
hoods of F̂  (Inductive assumption).

We shall now determine the values of an assignment T. For
J m i,...,n we let z T y *  .
From the construction it follows that,for j « 1,...,n,

2 G " 2  • • • 2  Gl
which means that r satisfies CaJ.

For verifying [bl suppose that Fr « F8n F t* sinc?
Implies i< j, for any 1 and J, we know that r ■ s < t or
r - t < s or r < s < t  or r < t < s .
In the first two cases obviously

TFr 2  *tFB o tit.

The last two cases are symmetric: for instance, in the third 
case we have, by construction,

58

Gr 2

2  g£+1 2  G®

« 1 2 Ĝ +1 2  G^

which implies

Gr = Gs « GS
1*6«

‘t’Fr D <rFanTFt. a
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Lemma [2.12J below is easy and its proof uses only standard 
compactness arguments:

Lemma 2.12. Let S and T be topological spaces, let F£S and 
H C T be compact and let L Q S*T be an open neighborhood 
of F*H. There exist open sets CCS and J £ T such, that 
F*H £  G*J £ L. □

Another lemma is actually a statement about a construction 
in the proof of Orysohn’s Lemma (cf. Engelking H977, p.63, 
Theorem 1.5*10j):

Lemma 2.13. Let X be a topological soace and let V map alli . I i- - -r - m n - ' r /W  A/ ,vVv

rationale in (0j1] into subsets of X b o that Vp £s closed and 
contained in Int whenever p>q. The function f: X —*• fO;U 
defined by (we understand here that sup 0 • 0)

f(x) :- sup (p/x £Vp }

is continuous. The support jof f is equal to

U { v p|p e(0 ;1], p is rational}.

Proof: Notice that for every qe[0;1J

{x|f(x) > q} - U{^p|P>q. P ie rational}
U{lat Vp|p>q, p is rational}

and
{x |f (x) < q } - U{X\Vp|p<q, p is rational}

» U{X\Vp|p<■ q, p is rational}.Q

All the remaining lemmata considered in the sequel are more 
closely settled in the framework of Theorem [ 2 . A] than the 
previous topological lemmata. Specifically, all subsequent 
considerations concern a fixed topological space Y and a 
fixed topological convex set Z.
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Lemma 2.14. Assume that Y is locally compact and Z has the 
compact separation property. For ever^ ££5®5SJr *£Y, evsry
compact convex set HCZ and avery neighborhood L o f F*H there 
exist: a compact neighborhood G o f F and a compact convex 
neighborhood J of H such that G*J C L.

Proof: By Lemma [2.12J there exist open sets C Y and 
J1 C Z such that F*H £ G1*J1 C  Int L CL.
Since Y is locally compact, there exiBts a compact neighborhood 
G of F contained in G1 (cf. Engelking [1977, p. 196, Theorem 
3.3.2]). By the definition of cdmpact separation property,

\
there exists a compact convex neighborhood J of H contained in 
J1. Clearly, G and J satisfy the required conditions.O

Lemma 2.15. Assume that Y is locally compact and Z is Hauadorff 
and has the compact separation property. Let K C Y*Z be an
/VW iW V- vwv /W W W V k  /VVVVVNAXWVVV' /W V  / w

elementary set whose all sections are convex and let L be a 
neighborhood of K. There exists an elementary set M C. L which 
is a neighborhood of K and whose all sections are also convex.

Proof: By C2.9] there exists a finite multiplicative family 7  

whose all elements are compact subsets of Y such that

Z - U{F*(K:F)| Ffiy}.
For every ? £ & let Gp be a compact neighborhood of K:F such 
that CyxJp S I< (cf. [2.7], [2.6J and Lemma [2.14]).
By Theorem [2.11] we can find, for every F£?”, a compact 
neighborhood Gj, of F so that:

1. for every F£ G- C g2; and
~  w v w  Jf i f

2* for all p y« € $ \ G« G« ^ G-« n-y •/wv I ¿. JT- Jf- r jIIXa
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For every F e f  we also define

Jp :« n{j?|T€^, T£F}.

Clearly, every set Jp is convex. Notice that for all ¡F.j and 
F2 in T  , F1 £ F2 implies Jp D Jp .

Fix any F£ T .  For every T€.T with T C F we hare Jte'ff;? K:F. 
Therefore, for every 1 € . f with 1 £  f, ia a compact neigh
borhood of K:F, Thus Jj, iB also a compact ael^s^e^imd of K:F. 
Consequently, G-p̂ Jp is a compact neighborhood of K*ilK:F) 
and it is obviously a subset of L.

It follows that an elementary set

H :» U{Gp*JF|F £ y  } 

i& a compact neighborhood of K. Obviously ¡1 C 1.

We must only verify that for every y€Y, M(y) is convex. 
Choose any y £ Y  and let IT' be the family of ail t ' C T such

J
that y £ G p. From [2] it follows that the family Is multi
plicative. Thus T ‘ has the smallest element F . Far all F<7"'

v »

we have therefore C j . Consequently,
o

M(y) - U{jp|F£?-y} - Jp
is convex. □

Lemma 2.16. Let K C Y<Z be elementary and have all sections 
convex, let F C  Y be compact and let H C. Z be compact and
/ W W W  « v w  "**“ rvv /W V V V W  /n/W>

convex. The set
A A /V W V  A /W  /VNA'

K Ku{(y,z)|yeF and zeco(K(y)uH) 

is also elementary.
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Proof: For any section V of K write

Py J- { y e r l K ( y )  - v}.

By the definition of K we hare

K - KuU{(Fy nF)*co(VuH)| V is a section of k}.

For any section V of K

((K:V)n F) * co(VuH) C  K.

Since Fy £ K:V,

K - IuU{((K:V)n?)xco(TuH)|V ie a section of K .

From [2.8], C2.6] and [1.2.c] it follows that for every section 
V of K, both sets (K:T)n? and co(VuH) are compact. By 
[2.8], there are only finitely many different sections of K, 
thus K is elementary. □

We have already collected all elements necessary for the proof 
of Theorem [2.4], including the crucial Lemma [2.15], and now 
we can proceed to the final step. *

Proof of Theorem [2.4]: Let (Fi|i-1,2,...) be a sequence of 
compact subsets of Y and let (H^li-1,2,...) be a sequence of 
compact convex subsets of Z such that

A - U{Fj* H^l1*1,2,...}.

We shall now Inductively define a sequence (W^|i»1,2,...) of 
subsets of Y*Z. Let WQ := 0; it is elementary and its only 
section is convex.
Suppose that we have already defined WQ, that it is elementary, 
included in A and its all sections are convex. By Lemma C2.IS]
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there existB an elementary neighborhood M of *n wirfcch. is in
cluded in A and wnose all sections are convex. We <ft*flne

Wn+1 MU{(y,z)|y6 Fn+1 and z <= co(M(y) u  Hn+1 ),f:.

By Lemma [2.16J, wn+  ̂ is elementary. Clearly, alii, sactions 
of are convex and W , C a .At I 11+1

We now arrange all rationale in (0;ij into a net
(r* 11< * < w 2) in such a way that r* » oc“ 1 whems^ir o£ <£ u ,
For any ordinal y < w 2 ,  we denote R, :» {r* |oc < -flv *e shall 
now inductively, according to the arrangement r, d*££H* a 
mapping V from the set of all rationale in (0;1] into sub
sets of Y*Z.

For oi<w let Vr :■ Ŵ  . For every pcR^ we obviously have 

_1.. Y is elementary and its all sections are convex;
P A/V/ /VWWWVWW .WW /WV" /wVv /WWWw v* vW iA/W

and, by construction, for every p and q in Ru

2. if p< q  then Y c Int Y .
/VWV. 4  P

Let now to £ y- <£j -2 and suppose that the conditions f1J and
£2] are satisfied for all p and q in R . We shall defin» V .

r r
Denote by r the smallest number in R̂. exceeding and by r
the greatest number in R̂  smaller than r^. By the inductive 
assumption, V— Sint Yr> By Lemma C 2.153 there exists an ele
mentary set C which is a neighborhood of V— , which is inclu
ded in Int Y and vhose all sections are convex. We define£
V„ :* C. From the construction it follows that the conditions 

Tr
Cl] and C2] hold for all p and q in

Thus we have defined a mapping V from the set of all rational»
in (0;1j into subsete of A so that the conditions í ^ ]  and [2] 
old for all p and q in the domain of V.
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■ We define a function f: Y*Z — * [0;1] by formula:

f(x) :- sup {p|x£Vp>

(we understand here.that sup 0 • 0).

By Lemma [2.13] the function f is continuous.
Since for every 1 ^ p < w 2 ,  Vp Q A, we have

IHVplpeiOjI] , p is rational} Q A.

However, by the construction

- W„ 2 * *H„, for n-1,2,...n n n
Therefore

L/-{v |p e p is rational} ?  U{Vr |n»1,2,...}
^ n

2  L^{PQ’<Hn |n=1,2, . . . }  » A.

Thue
A - U{Vp|p 6(0;1], p is rational} 

and, again by Lemma [2.13J, i is the support of f.

Finally, we show that f(y,z) is quaBi-concave in z. In fact, 
for every rational p in (0;1], Vp(y) is convex; therefore, 
for every real oi

{z ez|f(y,z)>ot} - 0{Vp(y)|p < oi }

is also convex. 0

In the proof of Theorem [2.4] we have been only using topolo
gical and set-theoretic properties, of topological convex sets: 
the convex separation property and the property [1.2.cJ. The 
only use of the Embedding Theorem C1.4J in the proof of Lemma 
[2.2] can be also replaced by an assumption of set-theoretic

I



nature. This suggests that the theorem could he transformed 
into a more general framework in which convex Bets are 
given in advance as a distinguished family of sets, closed 
under arbitrary intersections (see e.g. Kay and Womble C1971] 
for definitions).
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